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Background
Inertial Measurement Units (IMU)

Challenges for Legged Robots in Inspection and Maintenance
Legged robots can be used for routine inspection and maintenance tasks
in dirty and dangerous conditions. However, accurate estimation of the
robot’s position and orientation is critical and in environments such as
mines and sewers, dust particles and water vapour can severely
degrade camera and laser systems.

Inertial sensors such as accelerometers and gyroscopes ‐ referred
together as an inertial measurement unit (IMU) ‐ can estimate robot
position in any environment. However, IMU‐only position estimation
will drift significantly due to sensor noise.
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We present a deep neural network which learns the motion of a
legged robot from IMU data. This has less drift than current methods
and can improve state estimation when visual data is unreliable.

▶ Left: ANYmal C100 robot exploring a limestone mine in the UK.
▶ Right: ANYmal B300 robot inspecting sewers in Switzerland.

Methods
Implementations

Learning Displacement from IMU data
Building on previous work (TLIO, Liu et al. 2020) we trained a deep
neural network to infer 3D position displacement from the IMU data.

Neural Nework

Position

We use this netowrk in two different implementations. The first fuses
data from an IMU, leg joint information and learned displacements using
the Pronto Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) (Camurri et al. 2020).

Our second method uses Factor Graphs (Kaess et al. 2008) to jointly
optimize visual data with IMU and joint data.

Measurements
We collected a 2 hr16 min dataset of the robot walking on different
terrains. This included challenging terrain such as compressible and
slippery terrains as well as non‐planar.

Results
Top‐down perspective of 20 min trajectory in a mine (Left). Error with images from three error spikes due to poor visibility (Right).
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▶ Baseline: Using vision, IMU and kinematics in a Factor Graph
▶ Proposed: Using as above but additionally with learned displacements in a Factor Graph. The improvements resulted in a 22% reduction in error.

Conclusions
For legged robots to be used more widely in dark and dangerous conditions, accurate state estimation for all environments is necessary. We use deep
neural networks to learned position changes directly from IMU data, improving state estimation real‐world experiments including in an underground mine.
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